All Language Events (Chinese, Japanese, Russian, Multilingual)
Time
ALL DAY

Location
Student
Center

Everywhere
9:00

Worsham

9:30

Worsham

10:00

CB 345

11:00

CB 345
CB306

13:00

OSC 359
CB 345

All Language Event
QR Code Hunt (30‐60 min)
If you or a friend have a SmartPhone with a QR code reader, keep an eye out for 20 QR codes posted throughout the Student Center. Each code
launches a photo of an item that represents something cultural associated with one of the five languages at this year’s showcase: Chinese, French,
German, Latin, and Spanish. Don’t know what something is? Seek out someone from that language and ask! The most correct answers wins, or in the
case of a tie, the first one turned in.
Shodo: Japanese Calligraphy Paintings
At any time, browse the beautiful artwork on display created by Wellington Elementary 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade students.
Tweeting
We will be tweeting throughout the day using the hashtag #wls13. We invite students with Twitter accounts to chime in.
Group Video (3 hours)
Work in teams to produce a 2‐3 minute video using the target language. Students will receive their instructions and then have the rest of the morning
to write and film their production.
Geocaching (2 hours)
You’ll need some friends and a GPS‐enabled phone with a camera to participate in this event. You’ll also need to be able to walk about 2 miles round
trip across UK’s beautiful campus. Note: Two hours is an estimate. You could take more or less time depending on your ability to locate each cache…
complete with a target language clue! Spanish, French, German, and Latin only.
Chinese Tea Demonstration (45 min)
Try different Chinese teas and learn about the art of the tea ceremony in China.
Chinese Calligraphy (45 min)
Learn to paint Chinese characters, and take your artistry home with you!
Russian “Gangnam Style”: Grilled Absolute North Games Near or Around Moscow (30 min)
Volunteers from the Russian division will introduce you to some “interesting” music.
Chinese Martial Arts Demonstration (45 min)
Get moving with a Chinese Martial Arts demonstration! Suitable for all students.
Chinese Mini Lesson (45 min)
Ever wondered what Chinese sounds like? Would you like to learn some basic expressions? This is the perfect opportunity to sample the language
with representatives from UK’s Confucius Institute.

Campus Map – Max Kade, Student Center (OSC), Student Center Addition (NSC), Classroom Building

Chinese
Time
8:30
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00

14:00

Location
Worsham
CB 345

Chinese Language Event
Orientation
Games and Fun
Get to know each other, and play a variety of games with native speakers of Chinese.
CB 345
Chinese Tea Ceremony
The Confucius Institute will be on hand to perform a Chinese Tea Ceremony. Sample different types of tea!
CB 345
Chinese Calligraphy
Gain some experience creating Chinese characters and perhaps even write your own name in an artistic way to take home.
Lunch on your own
CB 334
Character Bingo (Novice)
Practice your character recognition with a round or two of bingo!
CB 342
Storytelling (Intermediate)
Storytelling in a fairy tale setting, with princesses and dragons and danger around every corner. Each player receives a set of cards with some story
ingredients on them; they try to guide the plot in such a way as to use all of their cards first
Worsham
Awards Ceremony

French
Time
8:30
9:00

Location
Worsham
Worsham

NSC 205
NSC 211

CB 337

9:30

Worsham

CB 335

CB 337

10:00

NSC 205
NSC 211

CB 337

CB 335
10:30

CB 335

CB 337
11:00

CB 342

French Language Event
Orientation
Group Video (3 hours, All)
Work in teams to produce a 2‐3 minute video using the target language. Students will receive their instructions and then have the rest of the
morning to write and film their production.
Scavenger hunt (1 hour, Novice)
Work in groups to find objects around campus! Each team will need one camera or camera phone.
Storytelling Competition
Work in teams of 3‐5 to develop a creative tale using narration, drama, and/or song. Don’t have a team of 3‐5 people? Come and we’ll form teams
on the spot! The most outstanding presentations will receive large rosette ribbons at the Awards Ceremony.
Le petit déjeuner de la France! (30 minutes, All)
Come and have a small taste of French breakfast! Learn about the things that French people typically eat in the mornings, become acquainted with
French breakfast and food vocabulary, and play a few food related games!
Geocaching (2 hours)
You’ll need some friends and a GPS‐enabled phone with a camera to participate in this event. You’ll also need to be able to walk about 2 miles
round trip across UK’s beautiful campus. Note: Two hours is an estimate. You could take more or less time depending on your ability to locate each
cache… complete with a French clue!
Le Petit Prince (30 minutes, All)
If you enjoy stories of adventure, friendship, and imagination come hear about the story of The Little Prince. After you hear of this tale’s interesting
author and important themes, you will understand why it achieved so much success in the United States, France, and around the world.
Guesstures (30 minutes, All)
In this fast‐pasted charades, you will receive 5 words at random. Put the words in order from easiest to hardest because you only have 5‐10 seconds
per word for your team to guess correctly!
Scavenger hunt (1 hour, Intermediate)
Work in groups to find objects around campus! Each team will need one camera or camera phone.
Problem Solving (1 hour, Novice)
Work in teams of 3‐5 to solve a level‐appropriate challenge and present your solution to our judges. Don’t have a team of 3‐5? No worries! We’ll
form teams on the spot. The most outstanding presentations will win large rosette ribbons at the awards ceremony at 2PM!
Le petit déjeuner de la France! (All, 30 minutes)
Come and have a small taste of French breakfast! Learn about the things that French people typically eat in the mornings, become acquainted with
French breakfast and food vocabulary, and play a few food related games!
Scattergories (Intermediate, 30 minutes)
Using a single letter of the alphabet to start from, come up with as many unique vocabulary words or cultural references as you can.
Le Petit Prince (30 minutes, all)
If you enjoy stories of adventure, friendship, and imagination come hear about the story of The Little Prince. After you hear of this tale’s interesting
author and important themes, you will understand why it achieved so much success in the United States, France, and around the world.
Pictionary (30 minutes, all)
In this variant of the classic game, expect familiar vocabulary, as well as cultural expressions and famous people/places!
Language Bowl (30‐60 minutes, Intermediate)
You don’t need to have a preset team to participate in this Quick Recall‐style quiz format!

CB 335
CB 337

CB 333

11:30

CB 331
CB 335
CB 337

12:00
13:00

NSC 211

CB 333

CB 337

CB 331

13:30

CB 331

CB 337
CB 335
2:00

Worsham

Scattergories (30 min, Novice)
Using a single letter of the alphabet to start from, come up with as many unique vocabulary words or cultural references as you can.
Balderdash (30 minutes, Intermediate)
The classic bluffing game! Everyone gets an unfamiliar word and must write a creative (and often hilarious!) definition. You earn points for guessing
the right definition as well as for each person who is fooled by your definition.
Photo Trivia: Architecture Edition (1 hour, Novice)
Are you interested in traveling to France? Come test your knowledge of famous French architecture. You will also get to hear a first‐hand account of
a study abroad experience in Normandy, France. Have you traveled to France or a Francophone country? Share your experience with us!
Cultural Presentation (30 min)
This can be defined. It can be anything from analysis of a poem to making a simple food dish to learning a song.
Jeopardy! (30 min, Intermediate)
Just like the classic quiz show, don’t forget to answer in the form of a question!
Imaginez! (30 minutes, Novice)
As individuals or in groups of two, you’ll draw a picture of anything – person, animal, place ‐ but be prepared to describe it! As you describe the
(hidden) drawing to the other participants, they will attempt to draw what you describe. At the end of the activity, the judge will be select the best
description AND closest drawing based on a description.
Lunch on your own
Problem Solving (1 hour, Intermediate)
Work in teams of 3‐5 to solve a level‐appropriate challenge and present your solution to our judges. Don’t have a team of 3‐5? No worries! We’ll
form teams on the spot. The most outstanding presentations will win large rosette ribbons at the awards ceremony at 2PM!
Photo Trivia: Famous People Edition (1 hour, Intermediate)
Come test your knowledge of famous French people. We’ll briefly explore French slang and abbreviations used for text messaging and social media
such as Facebook or Twitter. Then learn about some famous French video bloggers. Afterward, get ready to test your knowledge of well‐known
French authors and artists.
Fake English en français (30 min)
The world is anglicizing, as are various languages. French is an example of one of the those languages that has adopted various anglicisms. Yet,
what's interesting is that these anglicisms become "frenchified" by the French language to the point that they are no longer able to be immediately
understood by a native english speaker. As a result, the French language has an entire lexicon of "fake english" in their language, that is primarily
used in every day speech. Come to the presentation to figure out what un zapping and un brushing means in both the English and French language.
5‐card flickr (30 min, Novice)
In this non‐competitive version, you will see five images and must use them to create a cohesive story. Teams will present and compare their
stories. You are welcome to stay for the competitive version at 13:30!
5‐card flickr (30 min, Novice)
In this competitive version, you will see five images and must use them to create a cohesive story. Teams will present and compare their stories.
Winners will be recognized at the Awards Ceremony!
Cultural Presentation (30 min)
This can be defined. It can be anything from analysis of a poem to making a simple food dish to learning a song.
Jeopardy! (30 minutes, Intermediate)
Just like the classic quiz show, don’t forget to answer in the form of a question!
Awards Ceremony

German
Time
8:30
9:00
9:10

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:10

11:30
12:00
13:00
14:00

Location
Worsham
Max Kade

German Language Event
Orientation
Sich vorstellen!
Get to know your fellow German students and practice your conversational skills while you warm up for the day’s activities.
Max Kade
Simon sagt
How good are your listening skills? See how long you can last, then take turns giving commands to your fellow students.
Pictionary
The moderator will choose a word out of the dictionary at the back of a German textbook which you will have to draw for your team. Your team has to
guess the correct word in German (WITH ARTICLE, when appropriate). If your team doesn’t guess it in 2 minutes, the other team has a chance to steal a
point.
Max Kade
Charades
Choose an activity from a list and act it out for your team silently. If your team doesn’t guess it in 1 minute, the other team has a chance to steal a
point.
Balderdash auf Deutsch
The moderator will randomly select a word from a German dictionary and teams will write down what they think it means. The words are collected and
then each group votes on what they think the word means (the correct meaning will be among them). 2 points for the correct answer and 1 point if the
group’s word has the most votes.
Max Kade
Flirting auf Deutsch
Learn some cheesy pick‐up lines and practice your smooth moves (or letting your partner down easy). Watch a video where some German girls take to
the streets with some of the cheesiest ones and watch how the guys react.
Word Games
Test your coordination, memory and multitasking skills!
Max Kade
Geschichte erzählen (5 Card Flickr)
Pick five “cards” from the photos shown. Then use those photos to tell a story auf Deutsch. The story can be as simple or elaborate as you want. Have
fun and be creative!
Wer bin ich?
Use your German skills to discover your secret identity (secret only to you) by asking your fellow students yes/no questions.
Max Kade
Bingo
Make your own bingo cards with your favorite animals (auf Deutsch). Then listen for the moderator to call them out and see if you get BINGO!
Mein Monster
Mein Monster: Draw a monster and then describe your monster to your fellow students, who have to draw what they hear. Then compare and vote on
who has the closest match. At end: vote on who has the most creative monster and who was the best describer.
Max Kade
Schwarzwälder Kirschtorte
Make individual black forest cherry cakes according to instructions in German.
Lunch on your own
Max Kade
Language Bowl
Worsham
Awards Cermony

Latin
Time
8:30
9:00

Location
Worsham
NSC 230

9:30

CB 343

CB 338

Worsham

10:30

CB 343

CB 338

CB 331
11:00
12:15
1:00

CB 343,
CB 345
CB 338

CB 343

2:00

Worsham

Latin Language Event
Orientation
Speaking Latin Workshop
Let’s get off to a great start! With the help of the Classics TAs at UK (who are fluent in Contemporary Latin), see what speaking Latin means in the 21st
century. We’ll start in a large room in the Student Center and then make our way over to the classroom building as a group for the rest of the day.
Life as a Medieval Scribe: Make your own manuscript page!
Ever wondered just how we can read "arma virumque cano" still today? Or how much work it took to produce a manuscript? Or just how those scribes
managed to preserve Cicero's echoing words against the devilish fiend Catiline? Or how manuscripts came to be illuminated? Come find out! You'll try
your hand at designing the layout of the page, writing immortal words with a quill pen, sketching in drawings and adding color to them. Maybe you can
even identify what work is contained in the samples‐ will it be Virgil, Cicero, Ovid, or a medieval author like Bede, Abelard, or Isidore of Seville? When
you get home, you can proudly display your work for all to see. And you won't even have to use a time machine!
Advanced Latin Workshop: The Road to Emmaus
Two people walk from Jerusalem to a little village the day after the first Easter and guess whom they meet? This is perhaps the most moving story from
the Gospel of Luke. We'll read the story slightly adapted from the standard fourth‐century Latin translation of St. Jerome. You needn’t be Christian to
love this story! Challenge your reading skills… for students in their third or fourth year of Latin.
Geocaching (2 hours)
You’ll need some friends and a GPS‐enabled phone with a camera to participate in this event. You’ll also need to be able to walk about 2 miles round
trip across UK’s beautiful campus. Note: Two hours is an estimate. You could take more or less time depending on your ability to locate each cache…
complete with a Latin clue!
Roman Fun & Games
How did Roman teenagers polish their strategy and speed skills without video games? Why, with knucklebones and dice, of course! Discover the
archaeological evidence for Roman board games, rules, and their popularity through images and discussion, then leave with a pair of dice you have
fashioned yourself in Roman style. You get to choose‐‐classical colors or neon.
Intro to Greek
In this class, we'll learn the Greek alphabet and read names of people, gods, and place and other words that you may know already. By the end of the
class you'll be reading simple sentences you may have heard already in Greek! No knowledge of Greek is required.
Prepared Performance Events
Students who have brought events for judging will present them at this time. Audiences welcome AND encouraged!
Certamen
Lunch on your own
Latin Poetry: Ancient to Modern
We will read some very cool Latin poetry together, some almost 2000 years old, some less than 20 year! Together we'll try to understand these (very
funny!) poems using Latin as much as we can. Of course we'll read the poems aloud with a sense for their rhythm. For students in their second year of
Latin (or higher).
Medical Terminology Workshop
Former pediatric and KODA nurse Jackie DeCroo will present a real case scenario, focus on a particular body system, and end with an activity for you to
decipher.
Awards Cermony

Spanish
Time
8:30
9:00

Location
Worsham
Worsham

OSC 357
OSC 359
CB 340

CB 341

9:30

Worsham

CB 316

OSC 363
CB 340

NSC 228

10:00

OSC 359
CB 342

NSC 230

Spanish Language Event
Orientation
Group Video (3 hours, All)
Work in teams to produce a 2‐3 minute video using the target language. Students will receive their instructions and then have the rest of the morning
to write and film their production.
Dominoes (1 hour, All)
Come warm‐up with Latin America’s favorite table game.
Simon Says (30 min, Novice)
Warm‐up mentally and physically by following some basic commands in the target language.
Guesstures (30 min, Intermediate)
In this fast‐pasted charades, you will receive 5 words at random. Put the words in order from easiest to hardest because you only have 5‐10 seconds
per word for your team to guess correctly!
¿Te gusta twittear? (45 minutes)
Are you a fan of social media? Want to know more about learning Spanish through Twitter, Facebook, and other online resources? Come check out
this presentation with Ruth Brown, head of the Spanish Immersion Program at Georgetown College!
Geocaching (2 hours)
You’ll need some friends and a GPS‐enabled phone with a camera to participate in this event. You’ll also need to be able to walk about 2 miles round
trip across UK’s beautiful campus. Note: Two hours is an estimate. You could take more or less time depending on your ability to locate each cache…
complete with a Spanish clue!
Balderdash (30 min, Intermediate)
The classic bluffing game! Everyone gets an unfamiliar word and must write a creative (and often hilarious!) definition. You earn points for guessing
the right definition as well as for each person who is fooled by your definition.
Lotería con Vocabulario(30‐60 min, Intermediate)
Play a variant on the traditional game using pictures instead of numbers. Feel free to join in whenever we start a new round! Prizes for winners!
Guesstures (30 min, Novice)
In this fast‐pasted charades, you will receive 5 words at random. Put the words in order from easiest to hardest because you only have 5 seconds per
word for your team to guess correctly!
Craft: Ojo de Dios (30‐60 min, All levels)
The "Ojo de Dios" or God's Eye is an ancient symbol made by the Huichol Indians of Mexico and the Aymara Indians of Bolivia
spirits. Come make one display in your own home, much as the Pueblo and Navajo did during periods of Spanish colonization.
Salsa/Merengue (1 hour, All)
Get moving with a fun dance lesson – all in Spanish!
Language Bowl (Intermediate)
You don’t have to have a ready‐made team to come participate in this Quick Recall‐style quiz format. Come ready to answer trivia questions about
Spanish language culture… in Spanish!
¡Remate! Design, create, sell & buy (45 min, Novice)
Design your own product, whether it be furniture, clothing, a new invention, or a getaway vacation to Argentina. Write a compelling description that
will make your product a must‐have. Then, take it to the auction to see how well it will sell. Use your hard‐earned pesos to purchase a friend’s
product as well. Mini “pesos argentinos” (for use within the remate) will be provided to each participant.

CB 340

Patterson
CB 316
CB 349

10:30

CB 340

CB 341

CB 316
OSC 357
CB 349
OSC 363
11:00

NSC 249

NSC 230

NSC 228
CB 347

CB 349

5 card Flickr (30 min, Intermediate)
In this non‐competitive version, you will see five images and must use them to create a cohesive story. Teams will present and compare their stories.
Great for people who aren’t into competiting or who would like a warm‐up before the actual competition at 10:30!
Scavenger Hunt (1 hour, Novice)
Work with a group to find ítems from a list in Spanish. At least one student per group needs a SmartPhone or camera.
Scattergories (30 min, Novice)
Using a single letter of the alphabet to start from, come up with as many unique vocabulary words or cultural references as you can.
$100,000 Pyramid (30 min, Intermediate)
In indivdual or team play, one person gives clues while another person guesses. The team that earns the most points will be recognized at the Awards
Ceremony at 2!
5 card Flickr (30 min, Intermediate)
In this competitive version, you will see five images and must use them to create a cohesive story. Teams will present their stories, and the
moderator will select a winner. There is an optional warm‐up session immediately preceding this one!
¿Te gusta twittear? (45 minutes)
Are you a fan of social media? Want to know more about learning Spanish through Twitter, Facebook, and other online resources? Come check out
this presentation with Ruth Brown, head of the Spanish Immersion Program at Georgetown College!
Scattergories (30 min, Intermediate)
Using a single letter of the alphabet to start from, come up with as many unique vocabulary words or cultural references as you can.
Serpientes y Escaleras / Juego de la oca (30‐60 minutes)
We found some interesting authentic Spanish board games at WKU. At this session, we’ll figure out the rules, speak some Spanish, and try to win.
Jeopardy! (30 min, Novice)
Select from categories to come up with great vocabulary or cultural answers. Don’t forget to ask in the form of a question!
Lotería (30‐60 min, All levels)
Play the traditional game of Bingo with Spanish numbers! Feel free to join in whenever we start a new round! Prizes for winners!
Storytelling Competition (1 hour)
Work in teams of 3‐5 to develop a creative tale using narration, drama, and/or song. Don’t have a team of 3‐5 people? Come and we’ll form teams
on the spot! The most outstanding presentations will receive large rosette ribbons at the Awards Ceremony.
¡Remate! Design, create, sell & buy (45 minutes, Intermediate)
Design your own product, whether it be furniture, clothing, a new invention, or a getaway vacation to Argentina. Write a compelling description that
will make your product a must‐have. Then, take it to the auction to see how well it will sell. Use your hard‐earned pesos to purchase a friend’s
product as well. Mini “pesos argentinos” (for use within the remate) will be provided to each participant.
Craft: Molas (30‐60 minutes)
Learn about this particular style of folk art from Panama, and then create your own!
Hot Potato! Hot Potato! (1 hour, Novice)
Come discover a bit of Inca history with us. We’ll explore “talking knots,” or khipus, colorful strings from llama or alpaca hair. You will create a
necklace with knots and beads using your own birthdate. After a warm‐up with your necklace assembly, get ready for a fast‐paced game of “La oca.”
Using numbers and quick hand movements, you will experience a game named for the Inca root vegetable grown for over 8,000 years in the Andes
Mountains.
Jeopardy! (30 min, Novice)
Select from categories to come up with great vocabulary or cultural answers. Don’t forget to ask in the form of a question!

Patterson

11:30

12:00
13:00

13:30

Scavenger Hunt (1 hour, all)
Work with a group of other participants at the same level to find items from a list in Spanish. At least one participant per group needs a smart phone
or a camera.
CB 340
5 card Flickr (30 min, Novice)
In this non‐competitive version, you will see five images and must use them to create a cohesive story. Teams will present their stories, and the
moderator will select a winner.
Worsham
Prepared Performance Events (30‐60 min, all)
Student groups will perform the cha‐cha‐chá and sing for a chance to win ribbons for cultural and presentational excellence. Audiences can sit back,
relax, and enjoy watching their friends and peers.
CB 339
Photo Trivia (30 min, intermediate)
Do you know what this is? For each image shown, write down as many facts or as much information as you can give using complete sentences. A
judge will award points based on the correctness and completeness of your answer as well as your use of the target language. Photo Trivia winners
will be recognized at the Awards Ceremony at 2!
CB 341
Pictionary (30 minute, Novice)
In this variant of the classic game, expect familiar vocabulary, as well as cultural expressions and famous people/places!
NSC 228
Craft: Paper flowers (30 minutes)
Large paper flowers are used as decorations in Mexico for Cinco de Mayo or the dia de los Muertos. This workshop will take you through the process
of how to make them for your own special occasions.
Lunch on your own
NSC 230
Problem Solving (1 hour, Novice)
Work in teams of 3‐5 to solve a level‐appropriate challenge and present your solution to our judges. Don’t have a team of 3‐5? No worries! We’ll
form teams on the spot. The most outstanding presentations will win large rosette ribbons at the awards ceremony at 2PM!
NSC 249
Problem Solving (1 hour, Intermediate)
The same competition as above for our intermediate‐level students.
OSC 357
Scrabble (1 hour, Intermediate)
We’ll have several boards set up around the room for free play.
CB 339
Photo Trivia (30 min, Novice)
Do you know what this is? For each image shown, write down as many facts or as much information as you can give using complete sentences. A
judge will award points based on the correctness and completeness of your answer as well as your use of the target language. Photo Trivia winners
will be recognized at the Awards Ceremony at 2! Maybe an I? other one is too
CB 347
A Tale of Two Cities (30 min, Intermediate)
Bring your thinking caps & smart device (with an internet connection) for a trivial pursuit game based on two mystery cities.
OSC 363
Lotería con Vocabulario (30‐60 min, Novice)
Play a variant on the traditional game using pictures instead of numbers. Feel free to join in whenever we start a new round. Prizes for winners!
CB 349
Jeopardy (30 min, Intermediate)
Select from categories to come up with great vocabulary or cultural answers. Don’t forget to ask in the form of a question!
CB 341
Pictionary (30 min, Intermediate)
In this variant of the classic game, expect familiar vocabulary, as well as cultural expressions and famous people/places!
CB 340
5 card Flickr (30 min, Novice)
In this competitive version, you will see five images and must use them to create a cohesive story. Teams will present their stories, and the
moderator will select a winner. Teams are welcome to return from the non‐competitive session at 11:30 and compete for awards!

NSC 228
CB 347
14:00

Worsham

Craft: Papel Picado (30 minutes, All levels)
Create a festive banner with a cut paper design to celebrate el Dia de los Muertos or another special occasion.
Pero tu no Eres mi esposo (30 min, Novice or Intermediate)
A descriptive guessing game that you play in teams. Need more description here, but will get details from WKU.
Awards Ceremony

